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I have been to quite a few weddings since I have lived in Argentina. They are always beautiful. 
But, the reception and celebration afterward really puzzle me. 
 
Why is the wedding so sacred, but the following celebration so secular? It seems ironic that 
couples move their celebration out of church. Is this an implicit recognition that the two don't 
mix? Do they believe in their hearts that certain kinds of music and activity are not really 
appropriate? Should our primary values and biblical worldview apply to both the ceremony in 
church and the party elsewhere? Why is there such a sacred-secular distinction between the 
solemn and happy?  
 
Most of the wedding parties I have attended are just sanitized replicas of boliches or carnival  -- 

with lots of fancy food (and sometimes lots of alcohol). The music is so loud and the beat so 
strong that it hurts. Dancing begins at, say, 11:00, runs for an hour and then there is food. Then, 
there is music -- and food. More music -- and food. And, this goes on until daybreak -- when 
there is even more food. 
 
Sadly, because of the noise, there is no possibility of meaningful communication, except sign 
language. But no matter, it is impossible see anyone due to the flashing lights and smoke. 
 
The celebration is totally focused on young people (ages 20 - 30), so all the rest are left to 
watch, and watch, and watch -- until daybreak. What does this imply about the value of the other 
guests, and especially the elderly or children -- or anything besides carnival? 
 
And, the dancing and lyrics: maybe it's worthwhile asking if the most seductive kinds of 
movement, immorally empty lyrics, and floor shows ought to occur at a Christian wedding 
reception? After all, should our celebration also reflect our priorities, just like our weddings? 
Why should we marry like believers, but party like _______ ?  
 
This really puzzles me. 
 
Instead, perhaps we could celebrate a marriage with a little more balance, spirituality, and 
creativity that reflect our biblical worldview. Consider including (with all the dancing and food), 
for example: 
 
 time for prayer and blessing for the couple 
 funny skits or videos celebrating their lives or potential 
 karaoke or a period of sing-a-long 
 special and meaningful music dedicated to the couple 
 special music for worship -- to God, the creator and Lord of marriage (and celebration) 

 time for group dancing or choreography 
 time for testimony by the couple 
 collection of money for the couple to begin their life together 
 participation by persons of all ages: invite the parents and elderly to give counsel and  
  blessing, develop programs for the children 
 
What do you think?  
 



Do you have any other creative ideas?  
 
Do you think our religious convictions should influence our after-wedding parties?  
 
Do you think there should be a sacred - secular division between the wedding and celebration? 
 
Send your comments and ideas! 


